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1. Introduction  

Holography was developed by Dennis Gabor 1947. Gabor presented holography as a 
lensless process for image formation by reconstructed wavefronts (Gabor, 1948, 1949, 1951). 
Holography can be defined as a method for recording and reconstructing whole optical 
wavefields, which means intensity and phase (Gabor, 1948, 1949), thus it exhibits 3D 
characteristics like depth of field or parallax. Holographic interferometry (Powell & Stetson, 
1965) is a very effective non-destructive, contactless tool to measure shape, deformation or 
refractive index distributions (Kreis, 1996).  
In 1994 the modern digital holography was introduced (Schnars, 1994; Schnars, & Jüptner, 
1994a; Schnars, & Jüptner, 1994b; Schnars et al., 1995; Schnars, & Jüptner, 2005). The digital 
holography can be defined as digital recording of the holograms and the numerical 
reconstruction of the wave fields in a computer, where, the charge coupled devices (CCDs) 
are the most frequently used devices to record the holograms. The digital holography in the 
last ten years was involved in a lot of applications due to the development of powerful 
computers, ultra large memories and smaller pixel size CCD targets (Kreis, 2005). 
The phase shifting interferometric (PSI) technique was introduced by Hariharan et al. into 
the field of holography as an accurate method for real time fringe measurement (Hariharan 
et al., 1982). Furthermore, PSI combined with digital holography (Skarman et al., 1996). 
Yamaguchi and Zhang 1997 improved phase shifting digital holography (PSDH) 
(Yamaguchi & Zhang, 1997). The phase difference using PSDH is measured with an 

accuracy of 2/200 (Hariharan, 2002).   
For a long time, the determination of refractive index distributions in fibres, optical 
waveguides or other transparent solids was performed by interferometric methods. Two-
beam and multiple beam based interferometers were used as a non-destructive tool to 
determine the optical parameters of fibres (Faust, 1952, 1954;  Marhic et al., 1975). While, the 
mathematics used in (Marhic et al., 1975; Saunder & Gardner, 1977; Barakat et al., 1985) 
neglect the non-straightforward refraction of the light beam inside the fibres. Hamza et al. 
(Hamza et al., 1994, 1995) constructed an accurate mathematical model (multilayer model) 
which considered the exact local refraction of the incident beam on its way through the 
graded index optical fibre, which is divided into a large number of thin concentric layers of 
constant refractive index. This model was verified with two-beam and multiple-beam 
interferometers. The consideration of incident beam refraction gave a better accuracy in the 
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determination of the optical parameters of graded index optical fibres (Hamza et al., 1995, 
2001), thick optical fibres (Hamza et al., 2004) and mechanically stressed optical fibres 
(Sokkar et al., 2008) than without this consideration. Automated Fizeau interferometric 
techniques were applied in studies of the optical and optothermal properties of fibres (El-
Morsy et al., 2002a, 2002b; Hamza et al., 2007). These cited developments substantially 
increased the accuracy of the measured optical fibre parameters.  
In addition, digital holographic interferometry (DHI) is used for determining refractive 
index profiles. Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) was used to measure the mean 
integral refractive index and thickness of living cells (Rappaz et al., 2005). The absolute 
accuracy of the mean refractive index measurement was about 0.0003. Also, Kemper et al. 
(Kemper & Carl, 2006; Kemper et al., 2007) used DHI to measure the refractive index and 
thickness of living cells. Kebbel et al. applied digital holography to refractive index 
variations within transparent media in microgravity experiments (Kebbel et al., 1999). 
Two-dimensional refractive index profiles of phase gratings have been investigated using 
DHI (De Angelis et al., 2006) as well as the refractive indices of liquids using lensless 
Fourier DHI (Hossain et al., 2006). The high performance of DHI was tested by 
measurements of low variation refractive indices of fluids in a comparative study with 
other techniques (Dubois et al., 1999; Owen & Zozulya, 2002) like traditional Mach-
Zehnder interferometry. The coupling of digital holographic microscopy and polarization 
imaging digital holography was demonstrated in an investigation of induced 
birefringence in non striped bent optical fibres and the birefringence of stressed PMMA 
(Cuche et al., 1999; Colomb et al., 2002, 2005). The mathematics describing the refractive 
index of transparent materials used in (Dubois et al., 1999; Owen & Zozulya, 2002; De 
Angelis et al., 2006; Hossain et al., 2006) cannot be used directly to measure and configure 
the refractive index profile of GRIN optical waveguides, since it assumes a constant 
refractive index along the light path in a material. So it can be used only to determine the 
mean refractive index of the GRIN optical waveguides but it does not consider the 
varying refraction of the beam along its path inside the fibre. Large scale strongly 
refracting fields produce ray bending. This effect was recognized in holographic 
interferometric investigations combined with iterative calculations (Sweeney & Vest, 
1973) as well as tomographic methods (Cha & Vest, 1981).  
Recently, digital holographic phase shifting interferometry with the aid of mathematical 
models, which consider the refraction of the incident rays, were used to investigate some 
optical parameters of fibrous materials (Wahba & Kreis, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c;  Yassien et 
al., 2010). The refractive index profile and optical parameters of graded index fibres as 
well as the refractive index profile of bent optical fibres were determined with accuracy 
2.3x10-4. 
Organic or inorganic optical waveguides are made of transparent dielectric materials, e.g. 
graded index (GRIN) planar optical waveguides and GRIN optical fibres. The fabrication of 
integrated optics is a very crucial technology for optical communications and sensing 
devices in the near future. However, it is absolutely necessary to have accurate knowledge 
about the optical waveguide parameters to use it in technological applications.   
In recent times, polymeric integrated optics has shifted to the focus of interest due to the low 
material cost and simple handing and processing of polymers during the manufacturing 
process. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is a very promising material to be used as a 
basic material to produce optical waveguides and gratings (Baker & Dyer, 1993; Eldada & 
Shacklette, 2000; Vollertsen & Wochnowski, 2004). 
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The UV-laser lithographic fabrication of integrated optical waveguides has been well-

recognized in the last years. The UV excimer laser has been used to irradiate homogeneous 

slabs of PMMA in order to modify the refractive index locally in a controllable way at the 

polymeric substrate surface (Wochnowski et al., 2000; Shams-Eldin et al., 2004, 2005). Thus 

the integrated optical waveguides can be directly laser-written into the surface of polymeric 

substrates by employing lithographic masks. It is very important that the refractive index is 

modified in a controllable way by using specific conditions during the irradiation process in 

order to obtain the desired waveguide structures (Wochnowski et al., 2000). The UV 

photons of the incident laser radiation do interact with the molecules of the polymeric 

material due to a UV-photon-induced reaction (Shams-Eldin et al., 2005), so the refractive 

index at the surface of the PMMA slabs was changed in the irradiated area. Consequently, 

the refractive index modification in the irradiated area appears as a smooth variation, which 

depends on the waveguide depth.   

The mode field distribution across the GRIN  optical waveguides is very important in 

applications. In the case of  GRIN optical waveguides, the variation in refractive index can 

be presented as a function of the form of a complementary error function, exponential, 

Gaussian, parabolic, or shape not described by any simple mathematical function (Chiang, 

1985; Mathey & Jullien, 1996). To use such optical waveguides in telecommunication, it is 

useful to know the number of propagated modes and their propagation constants for any 

given profile. The number of modes depends on two factors; the first one is the difference 

between maximum and minimum refractive indices of the guiding region, the second one is 

the radius of the guiding region. Eguchi and Horinouchi (Eguchi & Horinouchi, 2004) used 

the finite-element method to determine the number of modes of optical fibres.  Shemirani et 

al. (Shemirani et al., 2009) developed a field-coupling model for propagation in a graded 

index optical fibre, analogous to the principal states model for polarization mode dispersion 

in the single mode fibre. This model was based on the concept of the first order principal 

modes, which have well defined group delays that depend on the strength of the mode 

coupling. This first-order model predicts a linear relationship between the intensity 

distributions at the input and output. This model is extended to account for higher order 

modal dispersion (Shemirani & Kahn, 2009).   

In this Chapter, digital holographic phase shifting interferometry is used to investigate the 

optical properties of graded index optical waveguides, e.g. graded index planar optical 

waveguides and optical fibres. A planar optical waveguide sample is prepared by the UV 

laser lithographic method. The approach of digital holography with the aid of phase shifting 

interferometry is applied. The reconstructed optical phase differences along the GRIN 

optical waveguides are extracted and then a simple algorithm is used to avoid the problem 

of tilted GRIN optical waveguides inside the optical field. The extracted optical phase 

differences due to the optical waveguides are aligned to be perpendicular to the x-axis. After 

this process, the mean optical phase differences across the samples are calculated and thus 

the errors in the calculated mean values of optical phase differences across the optical 

waveguides are reduced. The proposed method is used to construct the refractive index 

profiles across GRIN optical waveguides with the aid of the multilayer model. Also, a 

simple algorithm is used to reconstruct the 3D refractive index of the GRIN optical fibre 

considering the symmetrical distribution of the GRIN optical fibre layers. In addition, an 

analytical method is presented to calculate the effective indices and the mode field 
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distribution across the symmetric and asymmetric GRIN optical waveguides. The digital 

holographic phase shifting interferometric approach affects the accuracy of the calculated 

parameters. 

2. Digital holographic phase shifting interferometry 

In digital holography the recorded wavefield is reconstructed by multiplying the stored 
hologram values by the complex conjugate of a numerical model of the reference wave r*( ┞, 
┟) and then calculating the resulting diffraction field b’( x’, y’) in the image plane, see Fig. 1 
(Kreis, 1996, 2005; Schnars & Jüptner, 2005). The numerical reconstruction of the digitally 
recorded hologram is defined as a numerical calculation of the phase and the intensity of the 
recorded wavefield. This is theoretically calculated by the diffraction integral;  

 *1 exp{ }
'( ', ') ( , ) ( , ) ,

ik
b x y h r d d

i

     
 

                           (1) 

 with 2 2 2' ( ') ( ')d x y      and  k is the wave number (k=2┨/┣).  
 

 

Fig. 1. Geometry of digital Fresnel holography. 

The finite discrete form of the Fresnel approximation to the diffraction integral is  
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The parameters used in this formula for calculating the complex field in the image plane are 
given by the CCD array used, having N × M pixels of pixel pitches Δ┞ and Δ┟ in the two 
orthogonal directions. The stored hologram is h(jΔ┞, lΔ┟). The distance between the object 
and the CCD is denoted by d, and normally d'=d. Complex factors not depending on the 
hologram under consideration are contained in a given specific CCD.  
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The pixel spacing in the reconstructed field is  

 
' '

' '
d d

x and y
N M

 
 

   
 

                          (3) 

An alternative to the Fresnel approximation uses the fact that Eq. (1) describes a convolution 

of h(┞, ┟)r*( ┞, ┟), with the impulse response g(x‘, y‘, ┞, ┟)=(exp{ik┩})/i┣┩. The convolution 

theorem states that b' is given by  

 
-1 *' ' { { . } . { }}b A F F h r F g  ,                                   (4) 

where F denotes the Fourier transform and F-1 is its inverse. In practice, both F and F-1  are 

calculated by the fast Fourier transform algorithm. The resulting pixel spacing (Kreis,  2005) 

for this convolution approach is  

 ' 'x and y                                              (5) 

The use of a real hologram in the Fresnel reconstruction or the convolution reconstruction, 
leads to  a strong d.c. term, a focused real image, and a virtual image that is not sharp. The 
complex field can be recorded and calculated by phase-shifting digital holography. The 
calculated complex wavefield is used instead of a real hologram in the convolution 
approach to overcome the problems of the d.c. term and twin image. For this purpose 
several holograms, at least three, with known mutual phase shifts are recorded. These 
holograms are given by 

 ( , ) ( , )cos( ( , ) ), 1,2,3,.....n RnI a b n                          (6) 

where a( ┞, ┟) and b( ┞, ┟) are the additive and the multiplicative distortions and Rn  is the 

phase shift performed in the reference wave during recording of the holograms. In our case 

the phase shift is 90°, and it starts with 0o
Rn  . In this case we get a set of four linear 

equations that are point wise solved by a Gaussian least squares method(Kreis,  1996). The 

complex wavefield in the hologram plane can be calculated from  

    - -1 3 4 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .H I I i I I                              (7) 

Finally, the reconstruction process is based on the use of the complex wavefield in the 
convolution algorithm. The intensity distribution in the reconstruction plane is given by 

  
2

( ', ') '( ', ')I x y b x y ,                                                 (8) 

and the phase distribution is given by 

 
Im '( ', ')

( ', ') arctan
Re '( ', ')

b x y
x y

b x y


    
  

                                 (9) 

Then, the optical phase difference due to the used phase object such as GRIN optical 
waveguides can be extracted.  
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3. Refractive index profile of GRIN optical fibre using the multilayer model 

The GRIN optical fibre sample can be considered as a phase object. When it is implemented 
in the path of one of the interfering beams of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the produced 
fringes suffer shifts in the GRIN optical fibre region. These shifts represent the optical path 
difference between the light beam traversing the fibre and that traversing the surrounding 
medium.  
In GRIN optical fibre, the core is surrounded by a homogeneous cladding of refractive 
index ncl. In the multilayer model, the core and cladding of the graded index optical fibre 
are assumed to consist of a large number of thin layers. Each layer has an annular cross 
section and is considered to have a thickness a and refractive index nj where the layers are 
numbered by j =1,...,N  with N = R/a .  R is the core radius. If this optical fibre is immersed 
in a liquid of refractive index nL, there will be a refraction of the incident beam at the 
boundary between the liquid and the cladding. Hamza et al. obtained a recurrence 
relation which predicts the optical path of the refracted beam through Q layers of the 
fibre. The GRIN fibre is illuminated by a collimated beam, with a ray crossing the centre 
of the core defining the optical axis (Hamza et al., 1995). An arbitrary beam transverses 
the fibre at a distance dQ from the optical axis and leaves the fibre at a distance xQ. 
Assume a coordinate system whose origin is at the fibre centre, then the corresponding 
fringe shift is defined as ZQ and the optical path difference ├Q is given by the recurrence 
formula  

 
   

   
- - - - - -

- - - - - -
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2 22 2 2 2 2 2
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 , (10) 

with Q running from 1 to N , h is the interfringe spacing and ΔφQ  is the interference phase 
difference. 
This recurrence relation also describes the shape of the fringes which is produced as a result 

of the refraction of the incident beam through the Q layers of the fibre. Without loss of 

generality, we can assume that the incident light beam passes through the middle of the Qth 

layer. Thus the value of dQ in Eq. (10) can be obtained from the following relation 

 [ ( 0.5) ]
Q

L

n R Q a
d

n

 
                                                       (11) 

Eq. (10) can now be used to get the refractive index profile for GRIN optical fibres (N→∞). 
Hamza et al. have shown that inhomogeneous refraction must be considered in the 
measurement and calculation of optical fibre parameters, so that the accuracy of the 
measured parameters of GRIN optical fibre is increased (Hamza et al., 1994, 1995). 

4. Characterization of TE modes in the GRIN optical waveguides  

The study of the GRIN optical waveguides using the wave equation to achieve the allowed 
propagating modes is familiar from basic quantum mechanics. The analogy between the 
particle in box and optical waveguide problem is very strong: both situations describe 
waves, which are confined between two reflecting boundaries. In both cases, the waves 
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partially tunnel into the surrounding potential barrier before turning around. Only certain 
allowed energies (in the case of the particle), or propagation coefficients ┚ (in the case of the 
optical waveguide) create a standing wave in one-dimensional system.  

4.1 Symmetric optical waveguide  
The squared value of the refractive index distribution at the core of the GRIN optical 
waveguide is shown in Fig. 2. At the centre of the core the refractive index has a maximum 
value no and then decreases to reach nclad   at x=±R (R is the radius of the core).  The squared 
value of the refractive index distribution is given by,  

             

2

22 2

, ,

( )
,

clad

o

n R x R x

n x x
n n R x R

R

   
                  

     ,                             (12) 

where ∆n = no - nclad. 
The guided wave problem requires only the knowledge of the square of the refractive index 
distribution. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The core of the GRIN optical fibre is confined between cladding media, arranged such 

that the squared refractive index n2(x) is larger than that of the surrounding media  2
cladn . 

In the TE case, the E field is polarized along the y- axis and propagating along the z- axis. 
The TE modes of the GRIN optical waveguide are obtained as the solutions of the following 
equations (Conwell, 1973; Marcuse, 1973), 
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where  

 2 2
o o ok                                                                 (16) 

ko, ┤o, ω and ┚ are the wave number, the permeability constant, the angular frequency and 
the allowed propagation coefficient along the z-axis, respectively.  
Applying the continuity boundary conditions that connect the solutions at the interfaces x = 
R and x = –R and for Δn<<no, the solutions of the Eqs. (13)-(15) in the three regions 
(symmetric waveguide) are given in terms of Hermite  polynomials (Hq) of degree q, as 
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where q is an integer that identifies the mode. Hq is the appropriate Hermite polynomial 
defined by 

                      
2 2

( ) ( 1)
q

q x x
q q

d
H x e e

dx

                                       (18)  

The first three Hermite polynomials in x are  
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                                                       (19)  

Also ┛ in Eq. (17) is the attenuation coefficient in the clad region and 2 on n   . The 

allowed propagation coefficient and the effective index for every mode are given 

respectively by    

        2 1 2o
o o

k
k q

R


 


                                        (20)   

and 

                         eff
o

n
k


 .                                                            (21) 

where ┝o is the dielectric constant at the center of the symmetric optical waveguide, and it is 

related to the refractive index by  2
o on  . 
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4.2 Asymmetric optical waveguide 
On the other hand, to find the allowed TE modes and the propagation coefficients of the 
asymmetric GRIN optical waveguide, we assume that, the GRIN optical waveguide, as 
shown in Fig. 3, consists of two graded index zones; both have a Gaussian refractive index 
profile. The first zone is in the range 0 < x < b1, and the second one is in the range b2 < x < b4. 
There is a very thin layer of constant refractive index ns1 confined between the two zones in 
the range b1 < x < b2. The plane at x=0 represents the interface between the surface of the first 
zone of the optical waveguide and the immersion liquid (of refractive index nL) and the 
plane at x = b4 represents the interface between the second zone of the waveguide and the 
substrate, which has refractive index ns. 

4.2.1 TE modes in the first zone of waveguide      
The refractive index profile for each zone is fitted using a Gaussian function which could be used 
to determine the allowed TE modes for the optical waveguide sample. The first zone of the 
waveguide in the range 0 < x < b1 is represented by the Gaussian refractive index profile given by  

    

2

1 1 1( ) , 0

x

b
sn x n n e x b

  
                              (22) 

where b is the depth of the first zone (between 0 and b1), and n1 is the difference between 
the refractive indices at x = 0 and x = b1. The conditions for the wave propagation along the 
first zone of the waveguide are: (1) a zigzag of the beam path and (2) the total phase change 
must be a multiple of 2┨. Using WKB approximation (Marcuse, 1973; Mathey, 1996), the 
lateral resonance condition for the first zone is given by 

    
1

2 2 2
1 2 1 3

0

2 ( ) 2 2 2 , 1

b

ok n x dx m m M            (23) 

where ┚ = koneff is the propagation constant of the mth mode; m is an integer. M is the total 
number of modes, ko = 2┨/┣ is the wave-vector, ┣ is the wavelength, and neff is the effective  
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Fig. 3. The waveguide confined between liquid and substrate media, arranged such that the 
refractive index n(x) is larger than that of the surrounding media (nL ) and (ns). 
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mode index for light that propagates along the optical waveguide. 1/2 and 1/3 are the 
phase changes at the film-liquid interface and at the first and second zones interface, 

respectively. Generally these last quantities are approximated to 1/2  ┨/2 and 1/3  ┨/4 
(Mathey, 1996). The effective indices (neff) for the first zone are obtained numerically by 
substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (23).  

4.2.2 TE modes of second zone waveguide  
Referring to Fig. 3, we suppose that, without loss of generality, the second region of the 

waveguide in the range b2< x < b4 is divided into two asymmetric parts which have an 

individually Gaussian refractive index profile. The first and the second parts within the 

ranges are b2< x < b3 and b3< x < b4, respectively. The refractive index profile in these two 

parts of the second zone of the waveguide is given by  
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            (24) 

where b is the irradiation depth for both, the first part between b2 and b3, and the second part 

between b3 and b4. n2 is the difference between the refractive indices at the interface 

between the first and the second parts at x = b3 and that at x = b2, whereas n3 is the 

difference between the refractive indices at the interface between the first and the second 

parts at x = b3 and that of the substrate at x = b4.   

Similarly, by analogy with Eq. (23) we have for the first and second parts   
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o

b
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since 1/2 = 0 at xc. 

The effective indices (neff) for the two parts of the second zone are obtained numerically by 

using Eq. (24) in Eqs. (25) and (26). 

5. Digital holographic set-up 

The digital holographic setup is a Mach-Zehnder system, see Fig. 4. The optical waveguide 

sample is immersed in a liquid of refractive index nl near the cladding refractive index nclad 

of the GRIN optical fibre or the refractive index of the substrate of the waveguide sample. 

An Abbe refractometer with an accuracy of ±0.0001 is used to measure the refractive indices 

of the immersion liquids. The collimated laser beam crosses the sample and passes through 

the microscope objective MO1 with magnification 10x and N.A. 0.25. An identical 

microscope objective MO2 is installed in the reference arm to eliminate the curvature of the 
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optical field. The position of MO2 is precisely adjusted. These two beams are recombined at 

the beam splitter BS2, which is identical to BS1.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Digital holographic interferometric set-up. 

The mirror M2 in the digital holographic set-up reflects the reference beam. This mirror 

can be tilted to control the position of the reference beam on the CCD camera. The 

reference beam reaches the CCD camera at a small incident angle with respect to the 

propagation direction of the object wave. Therefore, the off axis holographic 

configuration is used (Wahba & Kreis, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Yassien et al., 2010). In 

addition, the mirror M2 in the digital holographic setup is mounted on a piezoelectric 

transducer (PZT), which acts as the phase shifting tool. It is positioned in the reference 

arm and enables us to obtain four phase shifted holograms. The phase shifting steps 

start with 0o and the holograms are shifted mutually by ┨/2. These phase shifted 

holograms are recorded by an Allied Vision Marlin F145B2 CCD camera with pixel 

pitch 4.65 µm × 4.65 µm and pixel numbers 1392, and 1040 in the horizontal and vertical 

directions, respectively. 

6. Results and discussion  

6.1 Refractive index profile of GRIN optical waveguide 
Phase shifting digital holographic interferometry is used to investigate the optical 

parameters of GRIN optical waveguide samples.  Fresnel off–axis holograms have been 

produced by using a Mach-Zehnder holographic arrangement; see Fig. 4. A piezoelectric 

transducer (PZT), acting as a phase-shifting tool, is applied in the reference arm and helps 

us to obtain four phase-shifted holograms. Fig. 5 represents the phase shifted digital 

holograms for a GRIN optical fibre sample. The GRIN optical fibre sample is immersed in a 

liquid of refractive index 1.46, which is greater than that of its cladding. The phase of the 

hologram (Fig. 5(a)) is assumed to be zero, whereas the phase shifts of the holograms (Fig. 

5(b) to 5(d)) are ┨/2, ┨, and 3┨/2; respectively.  
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Fig. 5. Phase shifted digital holograms of the GRIN optical fibre sample at wavelength λ = 
632.8 nm, (a) 0, (b) ┨/2, (c) ┨, and (d) 3┨/2. 

According to the phase shift algorithm, these four phase shifted holograms are used to 
produce the complex field in the hologram plane. From this field, the interference phase 
distribution is reconstructed by the convolution algorithm, and the result is shown in Fig. 6. 
In this figure we have the wrapped interference phase. The phase has been unwrapped and 
then the linear increase of the background phase from left to right has been approximated 
by a linear regression and subtracted from the unwrapped interference phase. The result 
with normalized background is shown in Fig. 7(a). This image represents the interference 
phase map of the GRIN optical fibre sample, whose interference phase varies across the 
sample but remains nearly constant along the optical fibre sample. This is due to the fact 
that the refractive index of each layer of the optical fibre sample remains constant along the 
optical fibre sample. One notes that the GRIN optical fibre sample is tilted inside the optical 
phase map, see Fig. 7(a). The tilt angle of the sample is small but it increases the error in the 
calculated mean values of optical phase differences along the fibre. Also, it might cause a 
broadening of the calculated mean value of the fibre radius. A simple algorithm is used to 
avoid this tilting and its corresponding errors. The optical phase differences across the fibre 
are shifted in each row of the phase map matrix. The optical interference phase differences 
along each layer of the optical fibre are shifted to be in the same column of the phase map 
matrix. After the shifting of all rows, the optical interference phase differences along the 
fibre appear to be perpendicular to x-axis. Fig. 7(b) represents the perpendicular optical 
phase differences along the GRIN optical fibre sample.  
The modified interference optical phase map (Fig. 7(b)) is used to calculate the mean values 
of the interference optical phase differences across the GRIN optical fibre sample. Then the 
mean values of interference phase differences across the GRIN optical fibre in combination 
with the multilayer model are used to estimate the refractive index profile of the GRIN 
optical fibre. The refractive index profile of the GRIN optical fibre cladding is determined 
using the multilayer model.  
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(d)
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Fig. 6. Reconstructed interference phase modulo 2┨ from the phase shifted digital holograms 

of Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Unwrapped interference phase distribution with normalized background of the GRIN 

optical fibre, (a) tilted and (b) perpendicular to x-axis. 

Fig. 8 displays the calculated core refractive index profile of the GRIN optical fibre sample. 

These refractive indices are fitted using a parabolic function which could be used to 

determine the TE modes for the GRIN optical fibre.  

(a) (b)

(a) (b)(a) (b) 
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Fig. 8. The calculated refractive index profile of GRIN optical fibre.  

 

 

Fig. 9. (a) The reconstructed 3D refractive index profile, (b) the projection of the 3D 
refractive index profile of GRIN optical fibre. 

According to the symmetry of GRIN optical fibre, where the GRIN optical fibre consists of a 
large number of coaxial layers, all points of each layer have the same refractive index. 
Whereas, the 3D refractive index can be presented in spherical polar coordinates as 
n(r,┠,┩)=n0+Δn(r/R)2 with r=0: R, ┠=0:┨ and ┩=0:2┨, then a simple algorithm based on the 
assumptions of the multilayer model is used to reconstruct the refractive index profile 
across the GRIN optical fibre. Hence, Fig. 9(a) shows the three dimensional view of the 
refractive index across the GRIN optical fibre. The projection of the three dimensional 
refractive index profile is presented in Fig. 9(b).  
In addition the same procedures are applied to a fabricated GRIN optical waveguide. Hence 
the UV irradiation lithographic method is used to inscribe an optical waveguide in a slab of 
PMMA. The waveguide sample is prepared at Λ = 248 nm, with laser pulse energy density 
32 mJ/cm2, R (repetition rate) = 5 Hz, N (number of pulses) = 1250 pulse, and temperature 
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of 22oC. This sample is immersed in a fluid of nL=1.4917 perfectly matching the refractive 
index of the substrate. The photo-induced refractive index variations in the waveguide area 
can be divided into two zones.  The refractive index in the first zone is high at the top 
surface and decreases gradually until reaching a minimum value, so that the refractive 
index distribution in the first zone can be classified as a graded index profile. The refractive 
index distribution in the second zone looks like Gaussian shape. The original homogeneous 
material surrounds the modified area of the PMMA slab, where the refractive index of the 
PMMA slab is ns. The cross sectional area of the waveguide is divided into Q layers. The 
refractive index of each layer is constant. The refractive index of the ith layer is ni, where 
i=1,2,….,Q. In addition, the thickness of each layer is constant. The refractive index 
variations extend in the polymer slab up to depth b. The layer thickness is equal to b/Q.  
 

 

Fig. 10. The measured refractive index profile of fabricated GRIN optical waveguide. 

The irradiated PMMA slab is immersed in a fluid and then it is used in the holographic set-

up. The object beam crosses the irradiated PMMA slab and then is superposed on reference 

beam. The produced interference pattern contains a field distribution related to the 

refractive index variations inside the modified area. The optical interference phase 

difference due to each layer depends on the refractive index ni. The optical interference 

phase difference ∆φi across each layer is given by 

   , 1, 2, 3,........
2

i
i s in n a i Q







      (27) 

where ai is the width of the ith layer of the waveguide, and λ is the wavelength of the used 

light beam. The refractive index of PMMA slab (non-irradiated area) ns is equal to the 

refractive index of the immersion liquid nL. This equation is valid in this case because the 

refractive index difference between the maximum and minimum values is very small in 

comparison with the refractive index difference of GRIN optical fibre. The calculated 

refractive index profile of the fabricted optical waveguide is shown in Fig.10.  
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6.2 Mode field distribution of GRIN optical waveguides 
The parabolic fitting of the refractive index profile for the investigated symmetric GRIN 

optical fibre core is shown in Fig. 8.  The calculated optical parameters no, Δn with their 

standard error (Sd) and ∆┝ are presented in table 1. The accuracy of the measurements of 

these optical parameters using the digital holographic method is increased in comparison to 

the accuracy of the multiple-beam Fizeau fringes and the two-beam interference Pluta 

polarizing microscope (Hamza et al., 2001).    

The corresponding parameters 
o
 and 

c
 for the centre of the core and the cladding of the 

optical waveguide respectively are determined. The solutions must be oscillatory in the core 
radius of the optical fibre in order to represent guided modes. 
The modes are guided as long as the condition  

                                 o o
ok

       ,                                               (28)  

is satisfied. 
The values of ┚ can be calculated directly by using Eq. (20) for every mode number q. The 

coefficient A in Eq. (17) is related to the power carried in the core of the optical waveguide. 

The power is calculated by integrating the z component of the time averaged Poynting 

vector over the cross-sectional area of the waveguide: 

                                1
Re .

2
zS E H z  


                                                   (29) 

The average power in TE modes is 

         
2*1

2 2
z y x y

o

P E H dx E dx



 

 

     .                                        (30)  

The parameter P does not indicate the total power but the power per unit length in the y 

direction. The numbers of TE modes is related to the number of nodes, since the GRIN 

optical waveguide supports thirty nine modes, starting from q = 0 to 38. Each propagated 

mode has an effective index given by Eq. (21). 

 
 

 
no ∆n ∆┝

1.48824 0.02974 0.088526 

Sd ±1.42441x10-4 ±3.04453x10-4  

 
 

Table 1. The calculated optical parameters of GRIN optical fibre 

Fig. 11 represents the effective indices for all modes of the GRIN optical waveguide sample. 

The values of the effective indices are confined between the core centre and clad refractive 

indices according to Eq. (21).  
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Fig. 11. Effective indices against the mode number q for GRIN optical fibre sample. 

Fig. 12 represents the first mode for the sample. Fig. 13 represents the second and the sixth 

modes. The oscillations are featured by an amplitude increasing with x approaching i
tx , 

where i is the interface order between the modes. Landau and Lifshitz proved that the 

increase in wave amplitude, when the reflection point is reached, is a typical property in the 

presence of a varying index of refraction (Landau & Lifshitz, 1960). 
 

 

Fig. 12. Plot of the first mode (q=0) calculated for GRIN optical waveguide sample. 

Now we can calculate the effective indices neff for each TE mode for an asymmetric 
(fabricated) optical waveguide. The guiding condition for the first zone is represented by  

                    1 1 1s s
o

n n n
k


     ,                                            (31) 

Also the guiding condition for the second zone, for the first and second parts are given 
respectively by 

                         1 1 2s s
o

n n n
k


                                             (32) 
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and 

                       3s s
o

n n n
k


                                             (33) 

Eqs. (24), (25) and (26) can be used to calculate the effective indices neff of each mode for 

every part of the second zone. The first zone of the sample supports three modes. The first 

zone of the effective index neff for each mode is calculated. The numbers of modes in the first 

and second parts are four and eight modes respectively.  

Generally, the number of the modes and the values of the effective indices neff depend on 

two factors; the first one is the depth and the second one is ∆n.  

 

 

Fig. 13. Plots of the second mode (q=1) and sixth mode (q=5) calculated for GRIN optical 
waveguide sample. 

7. Conclusions  

In this chapter the digital holographic phase shifting interferometric method is used to 

investigate and characterize GRIN optical waveguide samples. Phase shifting digital 

holography has the advantages of no dc term and no twin image in the reconstructed field 

as well as high accuracy due to the redundant data in the multiple holograms. The optical 

interference phase differences due to the variation of refractive indices of GRIN optical 

waveguides are extracted. A simple algorithm is used to recover the tilting of the extracted 

optical interference phase differences along the GRIN optical wavegide, to avoid the errors 

of the calculated mean values of optical phase differences due to the GRIN optical 

waveguides.  The broadening of optical waveguide radius or width is also reduced.  

The advances of accurate reconstructed interference phase differences in combination of 

multilayer model are used to calculate the refractive index profiles of GRIN optical 

waveguide. Also, a simple algorithm based on the assumptions of the multilayer model is 

used to reconstruct the 3D refractive index profile of GRIN optical fibre.  

The refractive index profiles of symmetric and asymmetric GRIN optical waveguides and 

their associated modes are calculated. The propagation coefficient ┚ and hence the effective 

indices neff associated with every mode are determined.  
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